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Hello Swamp Foxes, Happy New Year and welcome to the January 2021 Newsletter
I hope our members and families are all well and managed to enjoy a nice Christmas break,
Hopefully some model related presents found their way beneath the trees and some bench time was
achieved.
Stay Safe, Hang in there and ..............
Keep on Building
From the Front Office…
Howdy, all! Happy New Year! I’m hoping 2021 is a far, far shade better than 2020 was! I’ve checked
with the library, and as of this writing (30 December 2020) meeting room bookings are still suspended.
Hang in there, guys—hopefully, the rate of vaccinations ramps up and the library will open up for
meetings again soon. Until then, we have Zoom…
This month’s meeting is scheduled. The 4-1-1:
Topic: IPMS/Mid-Carolina monthly meeting
Time: Jan 20, 2021 06:00 PM Eastern Time (US and Canada)
Join Zoom Meeting https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82010182360?
pwd=ZnNadXBqR1c2a3JPa0VoMUE4eVVOZz09
Meeting ID: 820 1018 2360
Passcode: 124097
***********************************************************************************
In other news, the South Carolina Scale Model Mega Show is scheduled for our traditional weekend in
June—this year, it is 19 June—at our traditional venue, the Bluff Road Armory. We’re always paying
attention to the COVID situation, but we felt it best to prepare now and have it in our pocket, and if
we have to deal with unforeseen circumstances, we do that if and when we needed to. The basic
details are on the show website, https://scmegashow.com We’re going to keep our 2020 theme,
“20/20 Vision: Reconnaissance Through Time”, and add a second theme and perhaps a few special
awards. If you have any ideas for the second theme or any special awards, let us know—and if you
have an idea, think about the eligibility criteria, too.
As always, keep sending your pictures to John for the newsletter. If you have an idea for an article,
those are always welcome, too!
Cheers!
Ralph
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Yankee Phantoms in the RAF
So, you have a spare kit of the McDonnell-Douglas F-4J Phantom II sitting in your stash.
What’s that—you don’t want yet another VF-84 “Jolly Rogers” Phantom in the display case?
“Showtime 100” doesn’t turn you on because it has been done to death? Not a Blue Angels
fan? None of the other USN or USMC schemes available on aftermarket sheets grabs you?
Enter the F-4J(UK)
During and after the war in the Falklands, Britain’s Royal Air Force sent No. 92(F) Squadron
to RAF Ascension Island (aka RAF Wideawake) with their Phantom FGR.2 aircraft to provide
support for operations in the South Atlantic. Later, they were sent to RAF Stanley and were
eventually replaced by No. 23(F) Squadron (later relieved by 1453 Flight). These operations
would continue until 1988. As a consequence, the RAF lost a full fighter squadron at home
for domestic air defense, which also diminished their ability to fulfill their NATO commitment.
The Panavia Tornado ADV (Air Defense Variant, later Tornado F.2 and F.3) was still being
worked up, and would not be available for some time.
The number-crunchers and strategists at the Ministry of Defence needed airplanes to fill the
gap until the Tornado came on line, and after some deliberations, talks settled on acquiring
more Phantoms. That in and of itself created more questions—in particular, where would
these airplanes come from? The “proper” British Phantoms (F-4K/FG.1 and F-4M/FGR.2)
were quite different from all other Phantoms due to the British government’s stipulation that
they be powered by two Rolls-Royce RB.168 Mk. 202 Spey afterburning turbofan engines in
place of the General Electric J79 afterburning turbojet engines fitted to all other Phantoms,
which required extensive changes to the inlets, engine bays, and aft fuselage of the original
design. McDonnell Douglas had shut down the F-4 production lines in St. Louis in 1979, and
the British-specific subassemblies (built by subcontractors in the UK and assembled in St.
Louis) were no longer available. By the early 1980’s, all of the British Phantoms built for the
Royal Navy and RAF were now in service with the RAF, with no spares available. It was quite
apparent that even if they were still available, funding a contract for a squadron-sized order of
new FG.1 or FGR.2 aircraft was out of the question. After weighing their options, the RAF
purchased 15 retired U.S. Navy and Marine Corps F-4J’s in 1984, enough to equip one
squadron. The reasoning was that the British Phantoms were originally based on the F-4J,
and that basic design was a known quantity within the RAF.
The purchase and refurbishment of used airplanes was initially seen as a low-cost move (the
cost per airplane as-is was $1 Million), but by the time the airplanes entered service the
program had a total price tag of around $140 Million, or £33 million in British money. It would
seem logical that these airplanes would receive the designation of Phantom F.3, but in
practice they would be referred to as the F-4J(UK) to eliminate confusion with the new
Tornado F.3, which was expected to put into service while the F-4J was still being used.
The airframes purchased were chosen based on their total time and overall condition, and
were sent to the Naval Air Rework Facility (NARF) at Naval Air Station North Island for
refurbishment. The airplanes were reworked under a program mimicking the Change 599
Service Life Extension Program, the program that converted the F-4J to the F-4S, although
the slats were not fitted to the F-4J(UK). American avionics were removed and replaced with
British equipment. The AN/AWG-10B radar was updated to be used with the BAe Sky Flash

missiles, and provisions were installed for carriage of an SUU-23/A gun pod on the centerline
station to bring them to the same capability of the FG.1/FGR.2. The original ejection seats
remained, and since the connections on the Martin-Baker Type H7 seats of the F-4J were not
compatible with standard RAF flight suits, the crews would have to adopt American flight gear
for the time being. They would use American flight helmets, since the British helmets were
not compatible, either.
As the airplanes emerged from the NARF, they were sent to the paint shop. The results were
interesting. The stories abound—the aircraft were painted with U.S. equivalent colors, the
first batches supposedly made by a Mexican subcontractor. They were very glossy, and
some airplanes, in differing light levels, had a “duck egg blue” color to them.
Once the airplanes were returned to service, they were assigned to a reactivated No. 74(F)
Squadron, the RAF’s “Tiger Squadron”, at RAF Wattisham in Suffolk. The Squadron had
been dormant since they gave up their English Electric Lightning F.6 airplanes in 1971.
A later maintenance period in the UK saw the American ejection seats replaced with MartinBaker Type 7A Mk.3 seats removed from retired FG.1’s, which allowed the crews to use RAFspec flight suits, although the need to use American bone domes continued. Also, it has been
said that some of the airplanes were repainted using actual British Standard paint—there is a
further discussion about color schemes later on that will address these claims.
The F-4J(UK) would be operated until they were replaced by surplus FGR.2’s made available
when No. 228 Operational Conversion Unit (aka No. 64 Squadron) was disbanded in January
1991. The Tiger Squadron pilots weren’t happy—they pointed to the fact that the American
airplanes were far from being an “interim” stopgap, as they were virtually new (by virtue of the
SLEP they went through when they were purchased), and they liked the response and
performance of the J79 over that of the Spey. It was all for naught, and the RAF retired the
Yank Phantoms in 1992.
Of the 15 airplanes purchased, one (ZE358/H-“Hotel”) crashed in 1987, killing the crew.
Another dozen were broken up in the UK. The fin of ZE351/I-“India” and the cockpit of
ZE352/G-“Golf” exist in private collections.
The two complete airframes that still exist are ZE359/J-“Juliet”, which has been repainted into
its former U.S. Navy VF-74 “Be-Devilers” colors it wore prior to being retired by the U.S. Navy
and purchased for the RAF; it resides in the Imperial War Museum at Duxford. The last
remaining airframe, ZE360/O-“Oscar”, is slowly being restored by the 74 Squadron
Association and the British Phantom Aviation Group (BPAG). It will be a long haul—the
airplane has been sitting outside at RAF Manston (now Kent International Airport) along the
cost, and had been used to train airport firefighters before it was pushed off into the grass.
Photos of what the team is finding show a lot of corrosion, but they’re making progress. Work
has been slowed due to the COVID-19 pandemic, but some of the smaller jobs that can be
done by individuals have borne some fruit. Check out their blog (linked above)—there are a
lot of photos, including a few that show the original “Duck Egg Blue” color in direct contrast
with the later British Standard colors to illustrate the difference between the two.
No. 74(F) Squadron would be the last British operator of any Phantom subtype, retiring their
FGR.2’s in October 1992. The unit would be reformed the same month as No. 74 (Reserve)

Squadron, equipped with BAe Hawk T.1A’s. It was disbanded again in 2000, and remains
dormant to this day…

Geek Stuff on the F-4J(UK)
In case you ever wanted to know the previous identities of these airplanes, here’s the 4-1-1.
There’s at least one “celebrity” among them: BuNo 153783/ZE352/G-“Golf” was a former VX4 “Black Bunny”. The first eight were given individual ident letters that spelled “TIGER SQN”.
Type

Bureau Number

F-4J-28-MC
F-4J-28-MC
F-4J-29-MC
F-4J-29-MC
F-4J-29-MC
F-4J-30-MC
F-4J-31-MC
F-4J-32-MC
F-4J-33-MC
F-4J-33-MC
F-4J-33-MC
F-4J-34-MC
F-4J-34-MC
F-4J-37-MC
F-4J-39-MC

153768
153773
153783
153785
153795
153803
153850
153892
155510
155529
155574
155734
155755
155868
155894

RAF Serial
Number
ZE350
ZE351
ZE352
ZE353
ZE354
ZE355
ZE356
ZE357
ZE358
ZE359
ZE360
ZE361
ZE362
ZE363
ZE364

Aircraft Ident
Letter
T*
I
G
E*
R
S*
Q
N
H
J*
O
P
V
W
Z

BUILDING THE F-4J(UK) IN 1/72 SCALE
One of the better references dedicated to the F-4J(UK) is Aeroguide Number 25, Tiger
Squadron Phantom (Linewrights, Ltd., 1989, ISBN 0-946958 32 7). Long out of print, it
gives excellent reference to the type as it was in service.
Another good reference is Bert Kinzey’s F-4 Phantom in Detail And Scale Part 3: USN and
USMC Versions (Detail and Scale Volume 12, TAB Books, 1983, ISBN 978-0890241677). It
is a few years older than the Aeroguide, and it pre-dates the F-4J(UK) by about a year, but
there are still a lot of good photos of the landing gear, gear wells, and cockpits you can use.
The Detail and Scale Volumes on the F-4C/D (Volume 1 and Volume 43) can likewise be used
as long as you remember the differences between the USAF F-4C/D and the USN F-4J.
One of the more recent reference books is Aerospace Publishing’s McDonnell F-4 Phantom:
Spirit in the Skies book (Aerospace Publishing, 1992, ISBN 1-880588-04-8). A lot of text,
but there are small drawings that illustrate the differences between the various subtypes of
the F-4, and well as a comprehensive listing of Phantom operators through the years. A
revised edition was published in 2002.
Daco Publications’ Uncovering the U.S. Navy F-4B/J/N/S/Q Phantom II (2010, ISBN 978-

9080674790) is a dedicated book covering, well, the U.S. Navy F-4’s. While it doesn’t cover
the F-4J(UK) specifically, a lot of the F-4J coverage is useful here.
Another group of books that I do not (yet) own is the six-volume (and counting?) Phantom series from
Double Ugly!, an associate of AIRdocs Publishing. The series covers the Israeli F-4’s (two volumes),
U.S. Navy, Phantoms (one on the RF-4B, the other on the fighters), and, of course, the British
Phantoms (two volumes). They’re available from Shop of Phantoms or on Amazon.

Additionally, I referred to photos of ZE360/O-“Oscar” on the airplane’s restoration blog:
http://74sqdn.tk/ze360-restoration-blog/
Grab a kit…
It really is not difficult to build one of these little beasts. You don’t need a “dedicated” F4J(UK) boxing to build one, since any F-4J kit can be used as the basis of this simple
conversion. My choice of 1/72 scale kits for the basis of the “best” F-4J(UK) follows. Your
mileage may vary, but consensus shows these to be top of the heap:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Hasegawa
Fujimi
Monogram
Academy (the subject of this article)
ESCI (also seen in Italeri and Ertl boxes)

Neither of the two Japanese kits is exactly new (Fujimi graced us with their F-4 series starting
in 1984; Hasegawa’s Phantoms debuted in 1990), and they have some issues—especially in
the cockpits—but they are both nice kits for their time. Hasegawa’s cockpit tubs fit better, but
if you want “fine” detail you’ll have scratchbuild, use a photoetch set, or find a resin
replacement in either case. The same holds true for the ESCI kits—their cockpits were quite
basic, so if you want to detail them, you’re looking at a resin cockpit, adding photoetch, or
going full-on Old School and detailing the cockpits yourselves. There are plenty of resin seats
available, too. In this scale, a decent seat goes a long way to dressing up an otherwise bare
cockpit, especially if you close the canopies.
Of that group of kits, Monogram and Academy’s cockpits are perhaps the best of the lot, with
the nod to Monogram, since their seats have full details, including straps and face curtain
handles. In fact, for the money you pay for them (especially on the second-hand market), the
Monogram kits are still the best bang for your buck when it comes to the short-nosed, thick
wing F-4’s in this scale. Even an F-4S is possible with a little bit of work…
Got Stickies?
The most difficult part of building an F-4J(UK) might be finding decals. Here is what I have
found after a brief search. There may be more out there…
Modeldecal sheet #76
Microscale (72-469 and 72-486—same subjects—the TIGER SQN aircraft—on different
sheets)
Kits-World (172216)

Yellowhammer (YHD7201)
Xtradecal (X72106—this sheet covers No. 74 Squadron’s history from 1918 to 1992)
Of the decals, the Kits-World and Xtradecal sheets are rated pretty highly, while the
Yellowhammer sheet is pretty much rated “rubbish” by those who know. The Modeldecal
sheet is considered as being as “available as rocking horse poop” (i.e., it isn’t widely available
any longer), and the two Microscale/Superscale sheets have their own set of issues. I’ll have
more on that later.

Phantom Pheatures—the Short Story
Before we talk about the model, perhaps a short course in Phantom Phacts is in order. I’ll try
to limit my comments to the F-4J and F-4J(UK) as much as I can. Before I begin, the one
thing I cannot stress enough is that, in order to maintain fidelity to the original, you *must*
have good photographic coverage of the airplane you are modeling, preferably taken in the
same basic time frame. New airplanes don’t change much, but as they age, doublers,
antennas, and other lumps and bumps come and go as the airplane is worked on to keep it
on the sharp tip of the spear.
The F-4J(UK) aircraft, during their rework at the NARF, received the “belly strap” modification
peculiar to the F-4’s converted to use leading edge slats (the F-4E up to Block 48 and the F4S in U.S. service and, even though they had no slats, the FG.1 and FGR.2 airplanes were
also so modified), so you might want to seek out the appropriate aftermarket item from Flying
Leatherneck or Nautilus Models.
There are also reinforcement plates elsewhere on the airplane, usually where the outboard
(folding) panel meets the inner (fixed) panel of the wing. There were other reinforcing plates
and straps added to the F-4 during their service lives, too, so if you have a clear photo of the
airplane you’re building that shows them, add them if you wish. The photos in the Aeroguide
mentioned earlier show them to good effect.
The F-4J(UK) had low-intensity formation light strips (“slime lights”) installed, too (part of the
Change 599 SLEP), so don’t sand them off if your kit features them as molded-on detail. You
can easily add them if your kit doesn’t have them molded on. I’ll tell you how later on.
You will need to delete the catapult hooks under the inboard leading edges on any of the
available kits. The recesses remained, but the hooks were removed. The fairings for the
AN/ALQ-126 Defensive ECM (DECM) system on the inlet shoulders remained on all but one
airplane (ZE350/”Tango”), although the ECM equipment was removed when the airplanes
were undergoing the work at the NARF. The other antennas for the AN/ALQ-126 under the
inlets and wing were removed.
If your kit of choice does not include them, you will need to source the slotted stabilators. It
was standard on the F-4J (and, by 1967, on pretty much every other USN F-4 version), but
some of the kits might not have them. If your kit’s slotted stabs feature the USAF-only
arrowhead-shaped reinforcing plates, you will need to remove them and re-scribe the panel
lines.

I’ve seen some reviews that ding the available Phantom kits that do not depict the ailerons
drooped. Here’s the dope—the Phantom’s flight controls were hydraulically boosted, and
when the aircraft is shut down, the controls are generally positioned as follows: the ailerons
can be neutral or can droop between 5 and 10 degrees (Phantom ailerons never went up),
the leading and trailing edge flaps are up, the stabilators are neutral, and the speed brakes
and aux air doors are open. The rudder was normally neutral. Act accordingly. (Now, if you
wanna drop the flaps, you’re opening a small can of worms. Best to look at your references
and play along, as usually the leading and trailing edge flaps worked in unison with the
ailerons when in landing configuration.)
Speaking of leading edge flaps, the F-4J did away with the inboard leading edge flap on each
wing as part of an approach speed lift improvement program, so if your kit has them, you’ll
need to remove them—usually, this is a case of simply filling in or removing panel lines, so
there’s not a lot of heartburn involved. Remember, only the most inboard of the leading edge
flaps gets deleted, the others stay.
In the cockpit, the instrument panels were hybrids of the FGR.2 and the F-4J panels.
Whether you go to the trouble of changing things around is up to you, but there is one very
visible detail you will want to add, especially if you leave the canopy open. There was a
telescopic periscope-type sight fitted in the aft cockpit on the left side of the canopy bridge. A
bit of styrene rod and a bit of strip will take care of this for you. You’ll need to add the
objective to the outside of the canopy bridge with some scraps of Evergreen, too, but it is in
no way difficult to do. The transparency on the left side of the bridge was solid and painted
exterior color. Add the rear view mirror fairing (if your kit doesn’t include one, a wedge of
Evergreen stock will work) to the aft canopy, too.
The inboard wing pylons were the U.S. Navy types with the straight leading edge (technically,
these are LAU-17/A missile launchers, as it was designed for Sparrow carriage and launch),
and had dual Aero-3A Sidewinder rails (LAU-7/A) installed on the sides of the launcher. The
F-4J(UK)’s were used for air defense, so no air-to-ground weapons were carried. Basic
armament was four AIM-9L (later AIM-9P) Sidewinders, two per each inboard pylon on the
aforementioned Aero-3A adapter racks; and four AIM-7E Sparrows or BAe Sky Flash missiles
carried in the recessed bays under the fuselage--the Sky Flash and Sparrow are externally
visually identical. An SUU-23/A 20mm gun pod could be carried on the aircraft centerline in
lieu of the 600-gallon centerline tank. There are numerous supplemental weapons sets
available that feature these missiles and gun pods, so if your kit does not include them, you
still have options.
The last items to discuss are the external tanks. The wing tanks used are the standard
Sargent Fletcher 370-gallon types carried by most of the F-4 fleet worldwide, and are included
in most (if not all) of the available kits. The airplanes were delivered with the standard
bespoke F-4 600-gallon centerline tank, which, again, is standard fare in most of the kits. I
can find no photos that show the later, F-15 style 600-gallon centerline tank in use on any
USN/USMC/RAF Phantom, but if you do find a photo and want to include it, act accordingly.
Some of the kits include it, others don’t…if your kit doesn’t have one and you can’t source
one, no worries—photos show the airplanes loaded with wing tanks and missiles, with an
empty centerline station.

ACADEMY’S 1/72 F-4J
All that being said, I went with a kit I had close to hand—Academy’s new-tool 1/72 scale F-4J.
Depending on which issue of the kit you have (or obtain), it might be molded in different
colors. Yes, it is widely advertised as a “snap kit”, but it isn’t really—the instructions even tell
you to secure parts with cement. It is simplified and easy to assemble, but don’t let that sway
you from building it.
Before we commence a few of the known issues on this kit:
1. The seats are bare.
2. The stabilators have some issues with the leading edge slots—the straps are
perpendicular to the leading edge of the stab, when they should be parallel to the
aircraft’s centerline.
3. The scribed line that normally separates the bare metal area from the painted portion
on the stabilators is in the wrong place and angles incorrectly.
4. There are some visible assembly holes on the inlets.
5. The “press-fit” nature of the kit also leaves you with a few head-scratchers during
construction.
Fortunately, there are fixes available. The cockpit shortcomings can be addressed with one of
Eduard’s photoetch sets—the Zoom sets are easy to use, affordable, and don’t contain a lot
of extra stuff that you won’t use. The stabs can be fixed as easily as buying a resin
replacement or robbing another kit for them—Hasegawa’s are nicely done, so that’s one
avenue. I left them alone on this model—I masked the paint line properly and let the panel
lines fall where they may. It isn’t noticeable unless you look for it, and from my display case it
doesn’t scream out at anyone.
The other two issues are dealt with by exercising some of those Model Building 101 skills.
I began removing parts from the sprue and cleaning them up. I used some Styrofoam boards
as paint stands, and organized the parts by what color they needed to be painted. In case I
had parts I might confuse, I wrote the part number on the board next to it for reference.
Honestly, in about an hour, I had the parts removed from the sprue, cleaned, and sorted. I did
this in order to get as many parts pre-painted as I could—it is easier to do it now, when you
can get paint to every part of the item in question.

Photo 1: All the parts removed, cleaned up, and ready to paint.

Photo 2: The rest of the parts ready for paint, Dark Gull gray on the left, black on the right.
As you paint the parts, you might want to hit the fuselage bulkhead (part H9) with a lick of
black paint. Same holds for the area around the auxiliary doors under the fuselage around
part E17.
While I was painting the landing gear struts and wheels white, I also painted the undersides of
the speed brakes and the auxiliary air doors. The latter will be painted red after the white
cures, the white paint is a better base for red than the plastic color. The tires would later be
brush painted black—the Vallejo Panzer Gray Surface Primer is a good weathered black. I
begin by thinning the paint to a little thicker than a panel line wash and run it around the wheel
flange. Then, using the paint full strength, I cut in the area around the wheel and then paint
the tread. It is an easy way to get a good color demarcation on these items. You could also
mask and spray, if you choose to do so. I’ve used both methods over the years, and if there
is a good, sharp separation between the wheel and tire, I’ll go the brush painting route.

Photo 3: Wheel painted white, black wash to delineate wheel from tire, and the completed wheels.
Since the canopy is molded closed, not a lot can be seen, and for most modelers that would
be just fine. My only objection to the kit’s treatment of the cockpit was the total lack of straps
and pull handles on the seats. Everything else is quite nicely done—a little paint was all it
needed. I had acquired the Eduard Zoom cockpit pre-colored photoetched brass set for this
kit. Because the consoles and instrument panels were so nicely done in the kit, I only used
the seat photoetch on this kit. The photoetched straps and handles really dressed the seats
up, and under the closed canopy they will look super. I’ll probably use the rest of the set on a
Hasegawa F-4B along with some resin seats (another story for another time).

Photo 4: The seat with photoetched parts on the right looks much better than the bare seat on the left.
The telescopic sight was fashioned from scraps of Evergreen strip and rod, painted, and
installed on the inside of the canopy. Be careful, or you’ll keep knocking it off until you install
the canopy. That’s my way of saying do this right before you install the canopy. I added the
objective for the sight with a punched disc of .010” Evergreen. I “borrowed” the rear view
mirror fairing from a Hasegawa kit—their F-4 kits include three mirrors (part W11), and many
airplanes only used one, so I’m not really out a thing. Install the combining glass, and then it
is time to fit the canopy. Test fit first, since the seats tend to not want to go all the way down—
ease the holes and make sure the seats are as far down as you can get them before you
install the canopy. I used some Formula 560 Canopy Glue to secure the canopy and fill the
small seam between the canopy and fuselage. Some Tamiya tape and a sharp #11 blade,
and after a few minutes the canopy is masked, ready for paint. Who needs pre-cut masks?

Photo 5: The canopy, cleaned up and ready for masking.

Photo 6: The canopy, installed, masked, and ready to paint. Note the telescopic sight lens and mirror
housing.
The inlets have some knockout pin marks on the inside surfaces that need to be smoothed,
and the holes for the DECM antenna pins also need to be dealt with at the same time—the
pins on my kit were slightly longer than they needed to be, so I installed the fairings and
trimmed the pins off once the cement dried. A drop or two of CA, a little attention from some
sandpaper, and it was done. After the inlet parts get a coat of white paint, assemble the
inlets. The fit is better than most Phantom kits I’ve built in the past.
Due to the way the kit is designed, I installed the exhausts at this point. Initially, I was looking
to leave them out until all was painted, but I figured I could work around them with them
installed. As a result, I painted the afterburner cans and the shingle panel (part I1) of the aft
fuselage before I added them to the model—now I have at least a base color on and under
the afterburner cans that can be worked with later.

Photo 7: The belly of the beast: Belly strap installed, and gear wells and loud end given a preliminary
coat of paint.
On the wings, I used a Flying Leathernecks self-adhesive vinyl belly strap, modified to match
photos. Intended for the Hasegawa or Revell kits, it fit just fine on the Academy kit, too. You
could also fashion this from tape or .005” styrene. I cleaned the surface of the plastic with
isopropyl alcohol, let it dry, and then applied the strap. Once it was in place, I lightly
burnished it down with a Q-Tip.
I removed the molded-in catapult bridle hooks with the tip of a #11 blade, and then ground
down the nubs inside the recesses with a small ball-shaped grinder twirled between my
fingers. A bit of Tamiya Extra Thin cement smoothed out the area.

Photo 8: The catapult hooks--removed (right) and still in place (left).
While I was working on the wing, I drooped the ailerons. On this kit, it is a simple matter to
cut the chord-wise separations with a JLC razor saw, then score the hinge line and gently
bend the aileron down. A bit of Tamiya Extra Thin will lock them into their new position. If you
need to, carefully clean up the ends of the ailerons with sandpaper. It takes longer to write
about it that it does to actually do it.

Photo 9: Drooping the ailerons is easy!

Photo 10: The drooped ailerons add some life to the model.
I removed the “sockets” (those little square “loops”) for all the landing gear door pins, and will
secure the doors during final assembly with Formula 560 Canopy Glue. Those on the
auxiliary doors on the underside and the speed brakes under the wings look okay once the
parts are installed, so you can use your own judgment as to whether they need to be modified
or not.
When I assembled my kit, I glued the tops of the wings on to the bottom of the wing before I
joined the lower wing to the fuselage. As a result, I had to clip off the two loops per side of the

fuselage that were supposed to sit around bosses on the inside of the wing. There’s enough
bonding area, so I didn’t worry. However, this may have led to some small gaps between the
wing and fuselage on the top. No worries, there, either—I used some Vallejo Plastic Putty to
fill them and a few other small gaps.
If I *have* to use a putty these days (my preferred filler these days is CA, Evergreen, or
Apoxie Sculpt), I’ll use Vallejo Plastic Putty. It is water-based, so all you need to do is to
squeeze some on, spread it with a toothpick, and then smooth it with a wet Q-Tip, brush, or
towel. Let it dry hard (and it does dry extremely hard!), and you’re good to go. I also filled a
few other small gaps with the Vallejo putty. Normally, I use CA, styrene, and epoxy putties to
fill defects, but I wanted to showcase the Vallejo putty so you can see how it works. Unlike
Perfect Plastic Putty, the Vallejo putty does not shrink and, if needed, it can be wet sanded
after it dries. But trust me—you’ll want to smooth it out before it dries, since it is very hard
once dried. I filled the small gaps at the wing root, around the inlets, and around the shingle
panel while I had the filler working.

Photo 11: Masked and almost ready. Note the thin white lines of Vallejo putty filling gaps at the inlets
and wing roots.

Photo 12: The vertical tail installed. Again note the thin line of filler. The strip of tape represents the
“slime light” panel and will be further decorated with a decal, after paint.
I normally attach my models to a display base, so I don’t worry about nose weight. If you
don’t use a base, figure out whether you need any before you install the radome. From
experience, most F-4 models don’t need it, but there is room in the radome for some weight.
Better safe than sorry.
In Step 4, part F7 is a sensor that is not used on the F-4J(UK). Install the part and trim the
bump flush after you install the radome. While you are at it, remove the ALQ-126 antenna
fairings on the bottom of the intakes and on the bottom of the wing. They were removed
during the SLEP.

Photo 13: The antennas circled need to be removed.
You might be tempted to eliminate the approach lights on the nose wheel door in Step 14, but
don’t. They remained on the airplanes after the SLEP, but weren’t used operationally. If you
feel especially froggy, open up the landing light and replace it with an MV (or similar) lens.
In Step 19, trim the two huge pins off the bottom of the inboard wing pylons (Parts A18). The
bombs in the kit won’t be used, nor will the adapters (Parts H4, 5, 6, 7, and J1). For some
reason, Academy has the Sidewinder rails angled down. Photos (page 14 of the Aeroguide)
show them horizontal, so you’ll need to do a little work when you install them on the LAU-17/A
pylon. I simply removed the tab from the rail and sanded the mating surfaces flat. The rails
need to be detailed if you don’t install the missiles, and if you want to detail the pylon’s
underside, a few scraps of Evergreen will jazz it up just enough to look good.
The outboard wing tanks can be used or omitted, your choice. The Academy Sargent
Fletcher wing tanks lack the prominent flange on the left side of each tank. You can add it
using some Evergreen strip. The kit has the Royal Jet 600-gallon centerline tank included,
too. The two aft mounts (E11 and E12) are rather thick, so you might want to refine them with
sandpaper. As discussed, it wasn’t always used, so you could the centerline empty, or you
could fit the gun pod as discussed earlier. I don’t think I need to say leave the under wing
stuff off until final assembly, do I?

Photo 14: Added flanges complete the wing tanks.
Colo(u)r Conundrum
Once all of the major components were assembled and the seams dressed, it is time to paint.
To begin, the cockpit area and the vertical tail needed to be painted black. I’ve also liked the
results I’ve been getting with a black primer. I have found that I can actually achieve a more
even color coat with the dark base than I could over bare plastic or lighter undercoats. It also
allows for some color modulation over the black base, so the paint job doesn’t appear to be
“flat” and lifeless.
So, I took the advice of Mick and the Stones and painted the model black. Usually, I’ll use
Vallejo’s Panzer Grey Surface Primer, but since I wasn’t sure how it would react with the paint
I chose to use (more on that in a minute), I used Tamiya XF-1 Flat Black acrylic, which past
experience tells me IS compatible.

Photo 15: "I see a model and I want to paint it black..."
Once the primer dried and cured for a few days, I buffed the primer coat with a microfiber

cloth in preparation for the metallic colors at the tail of the airplane. I masked the vertical tail
(which would remain black) using Tamiya tape and then painted the shingle areas and the
parts of the stabilators in appropriate metallic shades. For these areas, I used the Vallejo
Metal Colors, which are a dream to use—they are water thin and lay down nicely. I let these
cure out overnight before masking them off in preparation for the camouflage colors.
The subject of the camouflage colors on the F-4J(UK) is a can of worms. The aircraft were
initially painted by the NARF at NAS North Island.
The “proper” British Phantom air defense grey paint scheme applied to Phantoms and
Tornados is Barley Grey (BS4800-18B.2, later amended to BS381C.626 Camouflage Grey—
same color, different number) and Medium Sea Grey (BS381C.637) on top with Light Aircraft
Grey (BS381C.627) undersides. However, the paint shop either didn’t have access to these
colors or didn’t want to commissions a special batch of paint, so it was decided to use Federal
Standard equivalents to the British Standard colors when the airplanes were painted. The
equivalent colors would be FS36314 (“Flint Gray”), FS36270 (“Medium Gray” or “Neutral
Gray”), and FS36440 (“Flat Gull Gray”).
The NARF’s initial version of the colors, especially FS36314, didn’t look like any of the color
chips. Stories abound on the reasons—the paint was applied too thinly over a yellow-green
primer base, the paint was of substandard quality, etc. The color deviation from the
specifications is quite evident in photos, especially when an airplane painted in the proper
BSC colors is parked next to one painted in equivalent colors.
Early aircraft lacked the black fin and rudder; the vertical tails were painted black while the
type was in service on all aircraft, regardless of whether they were in the British Standard
colors or in the U.S. equivalents. Early black tails did not wrap around the leading edge, but
by the time they were removed from service, all of the airplanes had the vertical tail painted
entirely in black. Some early aircraft also had a number on the nose wheel doors; it was
replaced with the aircraft ident letter shortly after they were placed into service. So, if you use
the number, you’d better be in an early scheme with grey tails.
Eventually, 14 of the 15 ex-American Phantoms would go through another upgrade period in
the UK (all but ZE359, which was destroyed in the 1987 crash), and at the same time, it has
been written that some were repainted into “proper” British Standard colors--see the chart
above. The airplanes marked with an asterisk in the last column were supposedly the only
ones not repainted, the rest reportedly were. Whether this is absolutely true or not is up for
debate. I can tell you this—studying photos shows that a majority of them were indeed
repainted. It is especially easy to ascertain when you have photos of the same airplane in
1985 and again in 1989—the difference is noticeable.

Photo 16: Two F-4J(UK) Phantoms, different colors. The subject of our model is the airplane furthest
from the camera and wears British Standard colors, while the airplane in the foreground still wears
her NARF paint. Incidentally, these are the last two surviving F-4J(UK) airplanes, the one in the
foreground now resides in the IWM in her former VF-74 "Be-Devilers" paint scheme. (Colin Collins
via 74 Sqn Association)
I decided to paint the model as ZE360/O-“Oscar”, the airplane that is in the early stages of
being recovered for restoration. The folks doing the restoration work have uncovered some
good evidence that this was one of the airplanes repainted during the “deep maintenance”
period I mentioned. They have posted a photo of where they removed a panel to facilitate the
removal of one of the ailerons, and on the exterior the paint is a weathered British Standard
color, while underneath it definitely has a bluish cast. What this all means is that I’ll need the
British Standard colors, not the Equivalent colors.

Photo 17: During the disassembly of ZE360, the team found this evidence that the airplane was indeed

repainted at some point. (74 Sqn Association)
What paints are available? Never fear…I looked it up so you don’t have to. Well, almost.
Here are some links; I’ll let you dig for these colors in your favorite line of paint. I don’t want
to deny anybody of a little research time of their own…
Cybermodeler: https://www.cybermodeler.com/color/bs381c_table.shtml
Ultimate Paint Conversion Chart (requires Adobe Flash Player):
https://www.paint4models.com/paintchart/paintconversionchart.html#
Anyway, what this boils down to is that I had bottles of GSI/Creos H332 Light Aircraft Grey,
H334 Barley Grey, and H335 Medium Sea Grey in the paint locker, so I used ‘em. The Light
Aircraft Gray was followed by the Medium Sea Gray, as it would be easier to mask the wing to
fuselage transition. The Barley Grey went down with no issues, but, as usual, there was
some touch up needed around the transitions. I used index cards as “soft” masks for the
Barley Grey/Light Aircraft Grey demarcation on the fuselage, and for the Barley Grey/Medium
Sea Grey transition on the outer wings. I used Tamiya tape to mask the wing roots, as these
were hard lines between colors. For the radome, I mixed Barley Grey and Medium Sea Grey
so that the color was slightly different, but not obviously darker or lighter. The colors of the
radomes varied, so check those photos!

Photo 18: Got Paint?

Photo 19: Camouflage on. The radome will be painted later.

Photo 20: From the underside. The two rectangular holes are where the engine auxiliary air doors
live.
After I removed the masking, I found had to touch up the black paint on the fin where it meets
the fuselage. And, being a model of an F-4 with molded-on air data probes, I was reminded
that I should have replaced the plastic probes with scratchbuilt ones made from hypodermic
tubing after I bent them during handling. Twice. Yeah, yeah, I know—I should have done it
earlier; I’ve built enough Phantoms in my life and should know better, but…
I chopped off the plastic probes (or what was left of them) and cut notches into the tail at the
appropriate locations with a #13 saw blade. I added the new metal probes and secured them
with medium viscosity CA. A little sanding, a little polishing, a little paint, and we’re back on
track.

Photo 21: Chop those bad boys off! The new probes look better and won’t break if you look at them
sideways. The paint will be cleaned off later so the probes can look like metal…
Once all the paint had a while to cure (at least overnight, 24 hours is better), I gave the model
a few coats of Future (or whatever they’re calling it today) thinned 50-50 with Isopropyl
Alcohol and let it cure out for a day or so. If you use this product, giving it enough time to
cure completely is a key to success.
Every time I read a horror story involving paint and/or Future, it usually boils down to the fact
that the modeler was in a rush and didn’t let the products cure properly. Modern paints are a
wonderful thing, but just because they’re dry to the touch (“hand-slick”, as they say) doesn’t
mean they are fully cured. Be smart, and your patience will be rewarded.
I opted to use the Superscale/Microscale decals, since I had both sheets filed away in my
decal stash. However, there are a few issues with them. The worst problem is that the
individual aircraft ident letters on sheet 72-469 are the wrong typeface, being too rounded.
The letters on 72-486 are much better, so if you’re using the Superscale/Microscale decals,
go that route. The serial numbers aren’t quite correct on either sheet, but they were good
enough for me. From what I’ve read and observed, none of the decals got everything 100%
correct, but for me, close enough is good enough, otherwise I’d never finish anything. That
said, I used both sheets, since the research they did was likely based on the early days of the
F-4J(UK), and they missed several elements. Having two sheets allowed me also to use the
best items from each sheet.

Photo 22: Spot the differences
The fin flashes from both Superscale sheets are roughly 10% larger than the flashes on the
actual airplane. Truthfully, they were not only too large, the sweep angle was a bit shy—they
could have stood to be laid back another degree or two. And, when they were dipped in
water, the fin flash decals from both sheets fragmented a bit, especially around the edges,
and after trying for a while to piece together two decent fin flashes from the bits, I gave up and
dove into the Decal Stash, where I found a suitable set of replacements from an older
Xtradecal sheet. I applied them with no fuss and called it good.
The decal instruction sheets were typical Microscale of the period—black and white line
drawings with no real call-outs, so determining which ejection triangles and rescue arrows to
use meant looking at photos, too—always a good idea, but imperative in this case. In the
end, I believe I got everything as close to correct as I could. I used the red-bordered warning
triangles—don’t forget the ones low on the intake and back by the trailing edge of the wing. I
assume these were warnings for other things that go *boom!*, like the missiles. They appear
on photos of the airplane when it was in service, so I added them. I used the yellow rescue
arrow on the port side, and the grey one to starboard (since I had no yellow versions—they
aren’t on either sheet). The step lines on the starboard side were trimmed down a bit from
the sheet’s grey stripes—as given, they are a bit long. Looking at photos, the RAF didn’t
seem to be really big on festooning the airframe with stencils, so I didn’t go any further than
that.
To get the correct “O” identification letters, I cut the bottom off of the “Q” and used the top part
of the “G” and reassembled the bits to wind up with an “O”—tedious, sure, but not difficult.
The biggest issue is that the yellow and black for the tail letters were slightly out of register on
the decal sheet, so I had to carefully use paint to clean up the mismatch.

The annoying part of the trials outlined above was that Microscale/Superscale basically
reprinted the sheet! Well, at least the 74 Sqn items, and that presumably because they were
told of the errors. You would have figured they would also fix the fin flash, serials, added
slime lights, and addressed the other boogers that were no doubt pointed out to them. Oh,
well, they’re what I had on hand, so they’re what I used.

Photo 23: Mix and match lettering. The mismatch would be touched up with paint. The slime light
panels are placed, too. Those strips of tape applied earlier add just a bit of relief.
Since the kit didn’t include them, I “borrowed” some slime light panels from my decal spares
box. They came from a Fujimi F-4G, and were in my decal box full of odds and ends since at
least 1987. I had previously cut strips of Tamiya tape sized to fit the decals and attached
them to the model in the relevant places. After paint, the decals were applied to the tape
strips. The tape gives a slightly raised panel for the lights, just what you’re looking for in this
case.

Photo 24: I used the slime lights from a Fujimi F-4G sheet that I had hanging out in the decal
dungeon.
For those of you who want to be as close to accurate as you can get, a close examination of
the Xtradecal and Kits-World sheets shows them to be pretty good—the Kits-World sheet also
gives you everything you need (as far as ident letters and serials go) to do any one of the 15
airplanes. I think the sheet has enough full markings for four complete airplanes—although
why they included the painted stabilator trim quadrant is beyond me—that was an FG.1 thing,
and it was removed when the RN sent their Phantoms to the RAF, and it never appears in any
of the photos I have of the F-4J(UK). Since my main 74 Squadron collection is in 1/48 th scale,
I probably won’t build another Tiger Squadron Phantom in 1/72, but if I ever do, you can bet
I’ll look for these sheets before I go the Superscale/Microscale route again.

Once the decals were applied and dry, I did my usual post-decal cleaning—I took a microfiber
towel with some distilled water and carefully cleaned off the residual adhesive before I applied
another coat of Future. It was allowed to dry overnight, and then I moved on to the initial
detail painting and weathering.
There wasn’t a lot of detail painting required at this stage. I painted the tips of the DECM
fairings on the inlets flat black, and touched the tip of the radome with a dark metallic grey. I
verified that the inlet lips remained in camouflage colors (some USN/USMC airplanes left
them bare metal). I held off on adding the various lights until the weathering and flat clear
coat was added.
The reference photos I used depict the airplane after it was repainted into the British Standard
colors and after a few years’ service, so the airplane shows some wear. The photos show
some fairly conspicuous dirt and grime stains around the fuselage panels in the overwing
area. I replicated this with pin washes of gray (I mixed it, but Payne’s Grey works, too) artists
oils thinned with odorless turpentine. On the underside, I used some brownish colors to
create fluid leaks. To do this, apply tiny dots of paint and then feather them out gently with a
wide soft brush. If you’ve never used artists oils, you’ll find they are the most forgiving paint
there is—if you make a mistake, simply wipe it off with a paper towel dampened with odorless
thinners.
Something else oils are good for is making a “filter”, or glaze, to vary the colors of the various
panels. Simply mix the wash with a little more body, apply a small amount to a panel, and
gently (as Bob Ross would say, “Two hairs and some air”) blend it with a soft brush. With oils,
you can mix any color you want with a little practice, and by blending it more or less with the
soft brush, you can vary the effect. Also, if you try this technique over a semi-gloss or matte
finish, you can also add another variation of the effect—the different sheens on the clear finish
will hold on to more of the color than a gloss coat does. Look at your reference photos
(again, of the actual vehicle, not someone else’s model, or *gasp* a color plate, which is
someone’s idea of what the actual vehicle looked like!), and try to replicate what you see.
As for the oils themselves, you don’t have to shell out big bucks for the “hobby” brands of oils
like AK, Abteilung 502, Mig, or similar paints—outside of the Mars Brown (a Windsor &
Newton color), the other colors I used came from a $6 “Starter” set I bought at Michael’s a
year or so ago after I discovered my supply of oils, by and large, had turned to rocks in the
tubes after 20 years. The cheaper paints make good weathering paints, since you’re
basically going to thin them into washes and remove most of it to get the effects you seek.
Now, when I paint figures, I will use the W&N paints whenever I can find them, since their
pigments are ground finer and they are more predictable. But for weathering, it’s okay to
save a buck…

Photo 25: Oils at the ready. I use black, white, Burnt Sienna, Burnt Umber, and Mars Brown.

Photo 26: Wash is applied.

Photo 27: The wash is completed. Note the added streaking from selected panel lines and on the belly.
The oils were left to dry for a day, and final assembly commenced. The aux air doors and
speed brakes were added first. The aux doors went in as intended, but for the speed brakes,
I deviated from the instructions and showed them only very slightly open—the kit would have
them in the fully extended position, and most photos don’t show them that way as a norm.
Plus, the kit items are far too thick as they come, which made the choice for me. I trimmed
the hinge arm/mounting tabs, did a test fit, then secured them with a dab of Formula 560
Canopy Glue. The wheels/tires got installed on the struts, and then the struts were added to
the model. Some more Canopy Glue, diluted with water, secured them in place. The landing
gear doors were next, and in this case, I used small amounts of CA to tack then in place, and
followed that up with more Canopy Glue. The tanks came next, and due to the press fit
nature of the kit, I didn’t use any adhesive to hold them in place. I left the inboard pylons off
until I finished the missiles.
A final clear coat was applied to the model. To add interest, I often vary the “flatness” of the
final finish. Once again, look at your photos, they will show you what to do. There are a few
ways to achieve these finishes. If you have a full matte clear and a compatible gloss, simply
mix the two in various ratios. If you have a full flat clear but not a compatible gloss, simply
leave the flat clear unmixed, and you’ll wind up with a semi-gloss. Mix the flat clear up a bit,
and the finish will be flatter. The more you mix, the flatter the finish. For those of you who
can get it to work, this is where Tamiya’s X21 Flat Base comes in handy—add more or less

Flat Base to Future to get the desired sheen. I haven’t played with it long enough to get good
at it, but it does work for many modelers. What I did on this model was simply to vary the
“heaviness” of a coat of Vallejo’s Matt Varnish over the airframe. I left the radome alone,
since the alcohol thinned Future that was previously applied looks good as it is.
Once the overcoat had dried, I used a Prismacolor silver pencil to add some areas where the
paint had worn off. You need to do this over at least a semi-gloss surface, as the pencil
doesn’t work well on a glossy finish. Just tap the tip on the surface and build up the areas—
don’t try to “draw” it on, just tap away. It doesn’t take much, and it is better to under-do this
than over-do it. The Shep Paine rule states that “When you think you need just a *little* more,
STOP!” applies here.

Photo 28: The fin. Note the beacon and the chipping. You can also see what a nightmare that fin flash
was!
I painted in the anti-collision light on the fin at this time. I used Vallejo’s Dark Aluminum as a
base color, and once it was dry I overpainted it with Tamiya’s Clear Red. I did the same on
the refueling light (the little oval panel on the right side of the nose under the windscreen). I
also painted the air data probes with the Dark Aluminum—it looks a lot more to scale than the
bright stainless steel of the hypo tubing. I painted in a landing light and the strut oleos with a
Molotov chrome marker. I simply ejected a small puddle of the chrome “ink” onto a palette
and applied it with a fine brush. The antenna on the spine was installed and brush painted
white with Vallejo’s White Surface Primer.

Photo 29: Don't forget the refueling probe light!
The missiles were painted white (more Vallejo Surface Primer), and, when dry, I used various
decal stripes to mark them. A coat of Future (applied in this case with a brush followed by a
Q-Tip to remove the excess) and they were done. The Sparrow/Skyflash missiles were easy
to install—again, the press-fit nature of the kit made installing them easy. The Sidewinders
were a little tricky—the kit’s Aero-3A rails have small dovetail cutouts, and the tabs on the
missile are supposed to slide into them. You’ll need to remove the paint from the sides of the
tabs, line up the pins, then “roll” the tabs into the dovetail. It is certainly a goofy way of doing
things, but a little fiddling makes it go smoothly. I touched up the top of the pins with some
Light Aircraft Grey paint so they’re not so obvious. I left the undersides alone, since the
model would be attached to a base. Out of sight, out of mind and all that...

Photo 30: The missiles. Decal stripes are something you should have in your decal stash...

Don’t be bashful when you weather the bare metal areas around the exhausts and the
undersides of the horizontal stabs. The J79-GE-10B engines installed may have been
“smokeless”, but they still produced a lot of soot, and it built up on the underside of the
fuselage quickly. I used darker tones of the Metal Color on the initial finish of the loud end,
and some pastels applied with a brush finished the effect.

Photo 31: The loud end, done and dusted. These airplanes got filthy back there!
The only thing left to build was a base. In the past, I’ve used craft store plaques and picture
frames, but this time I tried something new to me. I have a fairly good supply of sheets of
packaging foam—you know, that “Styrofoam” made up of little balls of expanded polystyrene?
On its own, it makes a lousy base, since it doesn’t crush or sand like standard open-cell
Styrofoam. I grabbed a sheet, placed the model on top, and cut the sheet to size with a sharp
blade. Some balsa wood scraps were used to sheet the edges—it was attached with Tacky
Glue (a thick white glue available in craft stores), and the corners were bonded with Medium
CA. Once the glues were dry, I trimmed the wood to size (never try to cut things to exact size,
let it overhang the edges and trim it later, after the glue dries), and sanded things to level
them off. A sheet of black felt was attached to the bottom with Spray Cement, and a section
of mat board was attached to the top with more Tacky Glue. Once the glue dried, the top was
trimmed to shape. Depending on what color mat board you use, this may be all you need to
do. Or, of you want something more, follow me…

Photo 32: A sheet of foam, some balsa strips, a bit of felt, and a mat board make easy bases.

Photo 33: Positioning the model. The base was simple, and used stuff I had on hand. With a little
cleanup, you could use it as-is.
I beveled the edges of the mat board where it met the sides and painted the bevel black. I
then used a hard pencil to draw in the expansion joints between the cement slabs, along with
a few cracks. I sized these slabs by looking at an image of RAF Wattisham (Now Wattisham
Air Field) on Google Earth. The image was zoomed in, and I noted that there was an Apache
helicopter on the ramp. I Googled the Apache’s dimensions, and noted the Apache fuselage
is just shy of 50 feet long. I set a pair of dividers to the length of the fuselage in the image,
and noted it spanned almost five slabs. I reasoned, then, that each slab was between 9 and

10 feet square. Not wanting to do heavy math, I made the slabs on my base 1.5” square,
which is 9 feet in 1/72 scale.
The hard part over, the sides of the base were masked and the top give a base coat of gray.
Using the Google Earth image as my guide, I varied the grays for the slabs. Once that was
dry, I used low-tack tape to mask the traffic lines on the base. Some thinned black and brown
paint were used to add a few drips on the ramp. For a final touch, I used ground foam “Mixed
Turf” to add some weeds poking through in a couple of places.
Note than nothing is parallel to the sides of the base, and the model is not parallel or
perpendicular to anything on the base—even the painted lines are slightly askew from the
expansion joints. Few things are perfectly symmetrical in nature, and if you line everything up
like soldiers at drill, it looks contrived.
The placard was drawn up in Word and printed onto some card stock. It was attached to a bit
of black mat board and cut out.
I whipped up a set of wheel chocks from some scraps of balsa and a length of thread, painted
in the appropriate colors. The model was attached to the base with a dab of Canopy Glue,
the chocks were set under the wheels, the placard was attached, and this one was ready for
the display case.

Photo 34: The wheel chocks in place. You don't often see a parked airplane without them.

Photo 35: You can see some of the weeds and drips on the ramp from this angle.

Photo 36: The base really sets a model off.

Photo 37: A simple placard sets the "mood". I used PowerPoint to arrange the images and text.

Photo 38: The Beauty Shot.
Ralph Nardone

The Passion and the Fury: Mick Mannock

Mick Mannock and 74 Fighter Squadron
No. 74 Squadron was first formed at Northolt on 1 July 1917, as No. 74 (Training Depot) Squadron of
the Royal Flying Corps (RFC), before relocating to the aerodrome at London Colney 9 days later.
Beginning life as a training unit, the Squadron initially flew the Avro 504Ks, among other types, before
working-up to a fighter squadron.
In February 1918, Mick Mannock became the flight commander of the Squadron as it reached frontline status, becoming No. 74 (Fighter) Squadron.
On 20 March 1918, the Squadron received its first operational fighters, the Royal Aircraft Factory
S.E.5a. On 30 March, the Squadron was sent over to the RFC headquarters in Saint-Omer, France. No.
74 (F) Squadron saw its first action on 12 April when it engaged in a dogfight near Merville against the
German Luftstreitkräfte, with Mannock scoring 'the Tigers' first kill – an Albatros Scout. Within 70 days
of being on the continent, No. 74 (F) Squadron had notched 100 enemy kills to just one loss. The
Squadron served in France from April until February 1919, when it returned home to RAF Lopcombe
Corner, Hampshire where it was disbanded on 3 July 1919.
During its 7-month-long wartime service, it was credited with 140 enemy planes destroyed and 85
driven down out of control, for 225 victories. Seventeen aces had served in the squadron, including
Victoria Cross winner Major Edward "Mick" Mannock, Ira "Taffy" Jones, Benjamin Roxburgh-Smith,
future Air Commodore Keith Caldwell, Andrew Kiddie, Frederick Stanley Gordon, Sydney Carlin,
Frederick Hunt, Clive Glynn, George Hicks, Wilfred Ernest Young, Henry Dolan, Harris Clements,
George Gauld, and Frederick Luff.

RAF flight leader Edward ‘Mick’ Mannock devoted his meteoric combat career to
teaching squadron mates how to survive in the Western Front’s deadly skies
On a pleasant April afternoon high above northwestern France in 1918, S.E.5as of A Flight, No. 74
Squadron, Royal Air Force, were on their second patrol. It was the unit’s first day of combat, and all
the pilots except their leader, Captain Edward “Mick” Mannock, were novices. As his men watched
wide-eyed, Mannock suddenly wagged his wings, alerting them that the enemy was nearby, then
dropped down like a hawk on a formation of German Albatros fighters. Mannock centered a blackand-yellow Albatros D.V in his Aldis sight, sucked in a breath and gently squeezed the firing button,
loosing a lethal stream of silky white tracers. The Albatros broke up in the air. Back on the ground,
pilots congratulated their captain on his second victory of the day, but what left them full of undying
admiration for him was Mannock’s combat report, in which he wrote, “The whole flight should share
in the credit for the EA [enemy aircraft], as they all contributed to its destruction.”
That disclaimer was indicative of the unselfish and intense devotion to his comrades that
characterized the life of Edward Mannock, one of Britain’s all-time greatest combat pilots and leaders
of men. By any measure, he was a man of extraordinary gifts, a man who surely would have made as
great an impact on the postwar world as he did on those who knew and loved him during his brilliant
career as a fighter pilot.
Mannock was born in Cork, Ireland, on May 24, 1887, son of a soldier in the Royal Scots Guards who
fought in Britain’s imperial wars. A rough man, he beat Edward and his siblings and drank heavily.
While his father was posted to India, Mannock contracted an amoebic infestation that weakened his
left eye. That misfortune would be subsequently transformed into the oft-repeated myth of
Mannock’s being the “ace with one eye.” Despite early hardships, young Edward possessed a sharp
analytical mind. He hated inequality and later became a fervent socialist.
When Mannock was in his early teens, his father abandoned the family, and Edward had to work to
support them. He left home and boarded with the Eyles family. Jim Eyles later wrote that Mannock
was a person “with high ideals and with a great love for his fellow mortals. He hated cruelty and
poverty….A kinder, more thoughtful man you could never meet.” It seems likely that Mannock could
have risen in the Labour Party, for he was an excellent speaker. But the coming global conflagration
would soon shatter his high ambitions.
When war was declared in August 1914, Mannock was working for a British company in
Constantinople. Since the Ottoman empire sided with Germany, he and other British citizens were
thrown into prison camps, where they endured appalling conditions. Mannock quickly developed a
hatred for the Turks and the Germans. In April 1915, with the assistance of Jim Eyles, he was
repatriated. Shortly afterward, Mannock joined the Royal Army Medical Corps and then the Royal
Engineers, where he was commissioned a second lieutenant. But he immediately transferred to the
Royal Flying Corps (RFC) in August 1916, so he could be more involved in the fighting.
Despite his weak left eye, Mannock passed the medical exam. He was apparently a natural pilot with
an excellent feel for his machine. One of his instructors, just returned from combat flying in France,
was ace Captain James McCudden. The two got along well, and McCudden made a great impact on his
pupil. “Mannock,” McCudden wrote, “was a typical example of the impetuous young Irishman, and I
always thought he was the type to do or die.” He would do both in France.
With his flight training completed, on April 6, 1917, Mannock was posted to C Flight in No. 40

Squadron, which was flying the highly maneuverable French-built Nieuport 17 fighter armed with one
Lewis machine gun mounted above the upper wing. A new phase in Mannock’s life had commenced,
and as always for him it was filled with challenges. He made an awful first impression at his new home
and rubbed just about everybody the wrong way, failing to appreciate the clubby public school
atmosphere of an RFC squadron. Lieutenant Lionel A. Blaxland, a squadron mate, recalled that
Mannock “seemed too cocky for his experience, which was nil….New men usually took their time and
listened to the more experienced hands; Mannock was the complete opposite. He offered ideas about
everything: how the war was going, how it should be fought, the role of scout pilots.” He also broke
several unwritten rules of pilot etiquette, asking comrades how many “Huns” they had shot down and
—a terrible faux pas—sitting in the seat previously occupied by a pilot who had just been killed.

Mannock sits in the cockpit of his Nieuport 17 of No. 40 Squadron, Royal Flying Corps, which sported a spinner painted
yellow to thumb his nose at squadron mates who considered him timid in combat. (Courtesy of O'Brien Browne)

To make matters worse, Mannock spent hours at target practice but appeared hesitant when
confronting enemy planes over the lines. He recorded his emotions on his first combat patrol in his
diary on April 13, 1917: “I went over the lines for the first time, escorting FEs [Farman Experimental
F.E.2b reconnaissance planes]. Heavily ‘Archied.’ My feelings very funny.” In fact, the novice pilot who
had talked so big in the mess had been very afraid. On subsequent flights Mannock was seen as timid
in the face of the enemy—“windy” or “having the wind up,” in pilot’s slang. Some of his squadron
mates began to shun him and talk about him behind his back. The squadron was soon divided into his
supporters and detractors.
His detractors could only be silenced by deeds. They got a taste of Mannock’s mettle on April 19
when, while practice diving at a ground target from 2,000 feet, the lower right wing of his Nieuport
snapped off and the plane plunged downward. Mannock somehow managed to land the crippled craft
safely. After that display of sang-froid and flying skill, the other pilots began to reconsider their
opinions of him.

They were further impressed on May 7 when Mannock joined a flight of five others for a strike on
German observation balloons. Mannock destroyed a balloon for his first victory that day. But he wrote
in his diary: “My fuselage had bullet holes in it, one very near my head, and the wings were more or
less riddled. I don’t want to go through such an experience again.”
Still, fired with new confidence, Mannock became more aggressive in the air and was now accepted in
the squadron; men who had formerly given him the cold shoulder now bought him drinks in the mess.
He sometimes led combat patrols, and on at least two occasions believed he had brought down a
German aircraft but did not claim it, as there were no witnesses. His great desire at that point was to
gain a “real” victory over an enemy airplane, but this eluded him.
His persistence eventually paid off. On June 7, flying Nieuport B1552 north of Lille, Mannock went
after an Albatros D.III at 13,000 feet. He had been flying escort for a squadron of F.E.2b bombers.
Coming in from behind, Mannock pumped 60 rounds into the German fighter at 10 yards, and it went
down out of control, an action he jubilantly reported back at the base.
Shortly afterward, Mannock suffered an eye injury, and was sent home on a two-week leave. He used
his time at home to think about combat tactics, and when he rejoined his unit, he was convinced of
his fighting abilities. On July 12, Mannock shot down a DFW C.V two-seater that crashed inside British
lines. Delighted with the opportunity to examine his “work” up close, Mannock drove out to the crash
site. The observer had survived, but the pilot was dead. Upon returning to base, he spoke about this
to his friend Lieutenant William Maclanachan. “It sickened me,” Mannock told him, “but I wanted to
see where my shots had gone. Do you know, there were three neat little bullet holes right here”—
Mannock indicated the side of his head. In his diary, Mannock added a further detail, a “little blackand-tan terrier—dead—in the observer’s seat. I felt exactly like a murderer.” Nevertheless, he sent
another DFW down out of control the next day.
July 1917 would be important for Mannock in many ways. Not only did he score his first concrete kill,
but a squadron mate, Captain George L. “Zulu” Lloyd, spoke privately with him, telling him that a few
men still doubted his fighting spirit.

Mannock's piercing gaze hints at the complex and contradictory personality that lay beneath the surface of the World
War I ace. (Courtesy of O'Brien Browne)

“Of course, I’ve been frightened against my will—nervous reaction,” Mannock forthrightly explained.
“I’ve now conquered this physical defect and, having conquered myself, I will now conquer the Hun.
Air fighting is a science. I have been studying it and have not been unduly worried at not getting Huns
at the expense of being reckless.” Lloyd was more than satisfied with this answer. When some men
still questioned Mannock’s abilities, it was put down to jealousy.
Another event that same month was to have a profound effect on Mannock. On the 21st he watched
in horror as 2nd Lt. F.W. Rook, a well-liked squadron member, plummeted to earth in flames after
being attacked by 1st Lt. Adolf Ritter von Tutschek of Jasta 12. Maclanachan remembered that
Mannock later came into his hut, speaking about what was to become an obsession with him. “That’s
the way they’re going to get me in the end—flames and finish,” Mannock said with tears in his eyes.
Then he explained why he had started to carry his service revolver with him on flights: “to finish
myself as soon as I see the first sign of flames.”
The next day Mannock was awarded the Military Cross for his “very fine offensive spirit and great
fearlessness attacking the enemy at close range and low altitudes under heavy fire from the ground.”
Major General Hugh M. Trenchard, commander of the RFC, even sent his personal congratulations.
Soon after that Mannock was made leader of A Flight.
Although taking responsibility did not come easily to Mannock, his score now rose dramatically. He
had sharp eyesight and was a magnificent shot. In August alone he was credited with four Albatros
D.Vs and one DFW. By the end of 1917, he had 15 confirmed victories under his belt and had received
a Bar to his MC. He was becoming an excellent flight leader, fighting with tactics rather than sheer
audacity. He also had a sense of humor; he once used a pair of women’s silk stockings on his struts for
leader’s streamers.
Mannock looked after the men who flew with him with fatherly compassion and patience, helping
them develop into successful combat pilots. If a man was killed, Mannock took it very hard, often
retiring to his hut, sobbing and “keening”—mourning by rocking back and forth, as was done in
ancient Ireland. Although combat intensified his hatred for the Germans, he was revolted on
September 4 when he flamed a DFW. “It was a horrible sight,” Mannock wrote in his diary, “and made
me feel sick.”
But that same flight illustrated Mannock’s superb tactics. As noted in his diary, he had had trouble
recognizing the two-seater’s national markings at first. “So I turned my tail towards him,” Mannock
related, “and went in the same direction, thinking that if he were British he wouldn’t take notice of
me, and if a Hun I felt sure he would put his nose down and have a shot (thinking I hadn’t seen him).
The ruse worked beautifully. His nose went (pointing at me), and I immediately whipped round, dived
and ‘zoomed’ up behind him before you could say ‘knife.’ He tried to turn but he was much too slow
for the Nieuport. I got in about 50 rounds in short bursts whilst on the turn and he went down in
flames.”
On October 17, 1917, the squadron was delighted to receive the RFC’s new British-made fighter, the
Royal Aircraft Factory S.E.5a. This was a powerful aircraft, faster and tougher than the nimble
Nieuport. The pilots loved them at first, especially their double armament—a synchronized Vickers
machine gun and an over-wing Lewis—which at long last put them on a par with the Germans. They
soon found out that this machine was having teething troubles, however, including gun jams and
engine failures. The squadron suffered more than 20 such incidents in a two-week period.

By December, after 10 months of continuous air fighting, Mannock was worn out. Maclanachan
described him as tense and noted that he often “brought up the subject of catching fire in the air.” On
January 1, 1918, Mannock shot down another DFW and was informed that he was being sent back to
England to serve as a flight trainer. That night at his farewell party, Lieutenant W. Douglas
remembered, Mannock rose and “entertained us to one of his marvelous speeches,” full of giving the
Hun hell and injecting “jokes about one or other of his comrades going down in flames or crashing in
some other horrible way.” The commander of No. 40 Squadron, Major L.A. Tilney, wrote in the unit’s
diary, “His leadership and general ability will never be forgotten by those who had the good fortune to
serve under him.”
Back in England, Mannock was posted on February 2 to London Colney as a flight commander at No.
74 Squadron, which was in training. The unit was suffering from low morale, apparently due to
unmotivated instructors. Mannock electrified the disheartened pilots. He was a natural teacher and a
powerful speaker, and his lectures on aerial combat were always fully attended. “Gentlemen,” he told
his men, “always above; seldom on the same level; never underneath.” His practical advice was
priceless and would save lives at the front. “Don’t ever attempt to dog-fight a triplane on anything like
equal terms as regards height,” he warned, “otherwise he will get on your tail and stay there until he
shoots you down.” He also told his pilots never to follow a victim too close to the ground, because
they might be hit by fire from the trenches.
To motivate his men, Mannock—much like a football coach—affected a “kill-all-the-bloody-Huns”
persona that later gave birth to another hoary myth about his being a “Hun-hater,” which would have
appalled him. In fact his diary reveals his respect for his opponents. Concerning a two-seater that
escaped him in early September 1917, Mannock wrote, “He deserved to get away really, as he must
have been a brave Hun.” In an earlier dogfight in which the British outnumbered the Germans 2-to-1
but could not bring one down, Mannock noted, “I shall always maintain an unsullied admiration for
those Huns.” Major Keith L. “Grid” Caldwell, No. 74 Squadron’s New Zealand–born commanding
officer, recalled that “Mick was a very human, sensitive sort of chap; he did not hate people or things
at all….I believe that this hatred was calculated or assumed to boost his own morale and that of the
squadron in general.”
In April 1918, Mannock and No. 74 Squadron landed their S.E.5as at their new aerodrome in France,
Clairmarais North. Mannock was eager to fight. Leading A Flight on April 12, he scored a double kill
over Albatros D.Vs, the unit’s first victories. In the next three months or so, he would increase his
victory list by an amazing 33, not counting those he did not claim or gave away to fellow pilots to
pump up their self-confidence—a habit with him. Under his leadership, No. 74 came to be known as
the “Tiger Squadron,” and his men reverently called him the “Iron Man.”
Mannock took it as his responsibility to protect the members of his flight and often guided them over
the lines. “It was wonderful to be in his Flight;” remembered one young pilot, “to him his Flight was
everything and he lived for it. Every member had his special thought and care.” Mannock gave them
vital advice on how best to deal with the enemy. “He placed gunnery before flying,” recalled
Lieutenant Ira “Taffy” Jones, a close friend. “Good flying has never killed a Hun yet,” Mannock pointed
out. Moreover, he would set up kills for inexperienced pilots. Lieutenant Henry E. Dolan related how
Mannock had shot up a German two-seater and then “nodded at me to get it. I went down on the
Hun’s tail and saw that Mick had killed the gunner, and I could attack safely.”
With his piercing blue eyes and his trademark affectations, a long-stemmed pipe and a cane, Mannock
was famous along the front. He had, recalled Jones, “an intriguingly complex nature. It fluctuated so,”

for Mannock could be ruthless as a fighter, boyish in the mess, harsh with his pilots’ mistakes, gentle
and complimentary for good work, morbid when depressed. Once Mannock dived repeatedly on a
crashed German two-seater, firing at the crew. Asked about this later, he growled, “The swines are
better dead—no prisoners for me.”
On May 21, Mannock brought down four German planes—three Pfalz D.IIIs and a Hannover twoseater—and the next day was awarded the Distinguished Service Order. Before the month was out, he
flamed eight new victims. After such victories, he would burst into the mess shouting, “Sizzle, sizzle,
sizzle, wonk woof!” to boost morale. But privately he expressed darker thoughts. By the middle of
June, Jones noticed that Mannock’s nerves were “noticeably fraying. He was now continually talking
about being shot down in flames.” Writing to his sister, Mannock said, “I am supposed to be going on
leave, (if I live long enough)….” He was fighting depression and plagued by dreams of burning aircraft.
On June 18, Mannock sailed home for leave in England. Upon his arrival he was informed that he had
been promoted to major and given command of No. 85 Squadron, previously led by Canadian ace
Major William A. “Billy” Bishop, and that he also had been awarded a Bar to his DSO. He reacted with
indifference to the news.
After spending a brief but painful time with his mother, an alcoholic, Mannock went to stay with his
friend Jim Eyles, who saw that he “had changed dramatically. Gone was the old sparkle we knew so
well; gone was the incessant wit. I could see him wring his hands together to conceal the shaking and
twitching.” One day, as the time approached for Mannock to return to the war, “he started to tremble
violently. This grew into a convulsive straining. He cried uncontrollably….His face, when he lifted it,
was a terrible sight. Saliva and tears were running down his face; he couldn’t stop it.” Given his
condition, 31-year-old Mannock should never have been sent back to the front. But back he went.
Back in France again, Mannock took command of No. 85 Squadron on July 5, 1918, and his arrival was
seen as a godsend. He immediately set to work teaching his new men about aerial tactics. Two days
after his arrival he got two Fokker D.VIIs as his new squadron mates, infected by his enthusiasm,
brought down an additional three. Within a matter of days, Mannock’s personality had completely
transformed the unit. He threw himself into his work and even enjoyed a respite from the nightmares
and depression. It would not last long.
On July 10, Mannock heard that his friend James McCudden had been killed in a flying accident, news
that hurled Mannock back into depression but also spurred him to a furious killing spree. He shot
down six aircraft between July 14 and 26. But he was also taking risks and ignoring his own teachings.
Often he followed a victim down to spray the wreckage with bullets. He led his flights with rage and
flew solo patrols in his hunt for Germans. Premonitions of death haunted him. In his last letter to his
sister he wrote, “I feel that life is not worth hanging on to.” And Ira Jones found him unstable, noting:
“One minute, he’s full out. The next he gives the impression of being morbid and keeps bringing up his
pet subject of being shot down in flames.”
Early in the morning of July 26, 1918, Lieutenant Donald Inglis walked into the mess where Mannock
was smoking his pipe and playing “Londonderry Air” on the gramophone. The two were to fly a
morning patrol together. Earlier, Mannock had asked the rookie pilot, “Have you got a Hun yet, Inglis?”
and to his negative answer replied, “Well come on out and we will get one.” Mannock told Inglis that
they would hunt for a two-seater. Once it was located, Mannock would attack first, with Inglis coming
in behind to finish the enemy off and thus get his first kill.

Members of No. 85 Squadron who Mannock mentored to greater exploits included New Zealander Malcolm C. McGregor
(11 victories, fifth from left) and Americans Lawrence K. Callahan (5 victories, seventh) and Elliott White Springs (12
victories, eighth). New Zealander Donald C. Inglis (sixth from right), the last man to see Mannock alive, afterward
lamented, “The bastards killed my major.” (IWM Q 12050)

At 5:30 a.m. over Merville, Mannock dived on a two-seater at about 5,000 feet. He knocked out the
observer and pulled away, letting Inglis come from underneath, firing into the gas tank. The German
plane burst into flame, with the two S.E.5as very low over the ground. Violating his own teaching,
Mannock circled the burning wreck twice. Then, as Inglis later wrote in his combat report, “I saw Mick
start to kick his rudder and realized we were fairly low, then I saw a flame come out of the side of his
machine; it grew bigger and bigger. Mick was no longer kicking his rudder; his nose dropped slightly,
and he went into a slow right-hand turn round, about twice, and hit the ground in a burst of flame.”
Mannock’s S.E.5a had been brought down by groundfire. Inglis’ plane was shot up, too, and he crashlanded in the British lines, sputtering: “The bastards killed my major. They killed Mick.”
It is impossible to know if Mannock shot himself as he had always threatened to do. Most likely, given
the way his plane flew after he was hit, he was either wounded, unconscious or dead. In any event,
some unknown German soldier buried the ace after first retrieving Mannock’s ID discs, pistol,
notebook and other personal effects, which were returned to his family after the war. These items had
all been on Mannock’s body, and they showed no signs of fire.
Back at the airfield, the awful news spread quickly. Jones scribbled in his diary: “26th July—Mick is
dead. Everyone stunned. No one can believe it. I can write no more today. It is too terrible.”
In the years after the war, Eyles and others attempted to locate Mannock’s grave, which had been
obliterated by shelling. Some researchers believe he lies in the grave of an unknown British aviator
near La Pierre-au-Beure. In addition, his friends campaigned for him to be awarded Britain’s highest
decoration, the Victoria Cross, which was conferred on July 18, 1919.

A final apocrypha is Mannock’s victory score, which most books give as 73—a number dreamed up by
his admirers (above all Jones), many of whom disliked Billy Bishop, who finished the war with 72 kills.
According to the most reliable estimates, Mannock brought down 61 enemy aircraft—not counting, of
course, the many victories he gave away or did not claim—which makes him Britain’s second-highest
scoring ace of the war.
Mannock’s deeply felt emotions, the immense fears and obstacles he faced and the manner in which
he overcame them, his achievements, his unconventionality and his great promise all make him vividly
human and bring home the tragedy of the lives lost in World War I. The way Mannock touched people
was extraordinary. “I was awed by his personality,” wrote Maclanachan after first meeting Mannock.
“He was idolized by all who came into intimate contact with him,” recalled another pilot. “He was a
man among men,” added a third, while long after the war another remembered Mannock as “a warm,
lovable individual of many moods and characteristics. I shall always salute his memory.”

Major "Mick" Mannock VC, DSO & two Bars, MC & Bar remains a true RAF legend and his courage, like
that of his fellow airmen, must never be forgotten.

Edward “Mick” Mannock flew various Nieuports in 1917, Downing 5 each Flying Nieuport 23 Serial
Numbers B3554 and Nieuport 24 Serial Number B3607

Edward “Mick” Mannock scored 17 kills in S.E.5a (D278) not (D276) whilst with 74 Fighter squadron.

Modeling Edward “Mick” Mannock's aircraft
I have found nothing on Mannocks's Nieuports and just the one Out of Production 1/48 scale S.E.5a

SE5a Royal Class Dual Combo
Released in 2017, the kit has 13 decal options and the choice of building the Hispano – Suiza or the

British made variant of the Hispano – Suiza, The Wolseley Viper, it was with the Wolseley Viper that
the S.E.5a excelled and found fame and success

Pheon Decals (www.pheondecals.com) used to have the S.E.5 in 1/32, 1/48 and 1/72, i think most or
all are Sold out.
Sources used in this article include but not limited to Wikipedia,Lord Ashcroft's article in the Daily
Express, O'Brien Browne's article on the HISTORYNET and Eduard.com
John Currie

Members Builds and Works in Progress during Self Isolation

Norm Foote – AMT – 1/25 scale 1950 Chevrolet 3100 pickup truck.

Hub Plott – Tamiya – 1/48 scale P-38 ( In progress).

Rick Broome – Lindenburg – 1/48 scale TBF (In Progress).

Michael Carra – Armourfast – 1/72 scale M10 (In progress).

Michael Carra – Armourfast – 1/72 scale M18 (In progress).

John Currie – Eduard – 1/48 scale Fokker D.VII (In progress).

John Currie – Eduard – 1/48 scale Sopwith Triplane (In progress).

Ralph Nardone – Hasegawa – 1/72 scale F-4B (In progress).

Well thats all folks
John

